
APPLICATION SHEET

HOW DO YOU KEEP GEOSPATIAL DATA 
SECURE AND ACCESSIBLE?
Over the past decade, our capacity to capture information 
about the earth’s surface has expanded monumentally. 
Microsatellites launch daily, planes fly more often, and a 
skyrocketing number of UAV drones help record data over 
the most challenging of territories. With this expansion of 
data sources, customers have also come to expect rich, high 
resolution geospatial data on a very timely basis.

This leaves data providers with a unique challenge. You 
utilize the most advanced systems for swift and accurate 
imagery and powerful point cloud collection, but tools for 
storing and delivering your data remain stuck in last decade’s 
technology. Big data requires powerful storage, security, 
and delivery; traditionally, this has equated to expensive IT 
hardware, software, maintenance and expertise.

Today, organizations are looking for simpler and more cost-
effective ways to handle their geospatial data, including how 
to securely store, manage and deliver it.    

INTRODUCING M.APP CHEST
M.App Chest makes it simple to house and manage large 
volume geospatial data. M.App Chest serves both data 
providers and owners of large geospatial data stores by 
offering full-scale geospatial content management. It allows 
you to easily upload, store, and disseminate your data. Get 
your imagery and point cloud data onto the cloud, access 

M.APP CHEST
CLOUD-BASED GEOSPATIAL DATA HOSTING

it from anywhere, and distribute it securely with ease via 
popular web services. M.App Chest even provides optional 
compression capabilities.

FEATURES
YOUR DATA, YOUR FORMAT
Stores a wide variety of point cloud and raster imagery 
formats, various protocols and coordinate systems.

REALLY BIG DATA
For truly supporting various large size geospatial sources, 
our limit stops at 100 TB (others stop at 100 GB). 

LIGHTNING-FAST DELIVERY
Get your data (almost) instantly with industry-leading 
geospatial serving technology.

STORE, SEARCH, DELIVER
Rich metadata ensures that you can search and find the 
data you need.

EASY ACCESS
Stream, download, web service, transform, and tile cache 
options.

RESILIENT AND SAFE
Ensure the long-term safety of your investment with Amazon 
Web Services (AWS).

SUPPORTS THE HEXAGON SMART M.APP® PLATFORM
Power your Hexagon Smart M.App workflow with data from 
the M.App Chest.
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UPLOAD
Big geospatial data like
imagery and point clouds

COMPRESS
Optionally compress large 
data to smaller sizes, and save 
storage costs
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PUBLISH
Deliver data via popular 
web services into any 
application 
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WHY USE M.APP CHEST?
Your geospatial data is an expensive investment, and 
you want to be sure it’s housed it in a reliable, accessible 
and cost-effective way. M.App Chest provides a secure, 
flexible, and safe solution for hosting and accessing your 
data worldwide.
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About Hexagon Geospatial
Hexagon Geospatial® is part of Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading global provider of information technologies 

that drive quality and productivity improvements across geospatial and industrial enterprise applications. Learn more at hexagon.com.

About M.App Portfolio
The M.App Portfolio provides a modern, cloud-based platform for developer partners to create and deliver diverse geospatial 

applications. Through the M.App Portfolio, our partners can design, build, and deploy their own Hexagon Smart M.Apps, using core 

technologies that our customers know and trust.

No Infrastructure

Faster Speeds

Better Security

Always Connected

ALL OF YOUR BIG DATA

• LiDAR Point Clouds

• Multispectral Imagery

• Radar

GEOSYSTEMS is a software vendor and service partner for geospatial solutions and helps public authorities, private 

companies and educational organizations to easily transform location-based data into actionable information. As Hexagon 

Geospatial premium partner, GEOSYSTEMS offers not only leading-edge products for remote sensing, photogrammetry, GIS 

and data management, but also Hexagon Smart M.App solutions for easy-to-use dynamic map experiences. In addition, 

GEOSYSTEMS develops customized applications, implements tailor-made workfl ows and provides excellent trainings.

GEOSYSTEMS GmbH, Riesstraße 10, 82110 Germering, GERMANY
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